
Aveiro



Topics to address in the 
presentation:

➢Town presentation;

➢Location;

➢Tourist spots;

➢Activities;

➢Food;

➢Renewable resources potential.



City presentation

Aveiro is a town in Portugal with around 
80 thousand people and it is known as the 
Portuguese Venice because of its Lagoon.



Location and geographical
position

The capital of is
Portugal: Lisboa

• Aveiro is one of Portugal
18 districts and is located in 
the central part of the country 
by the seaside.
• Aveiro is 197,58km ².
• It was founded in 1515.

This is Aveiro



Geographic aspects- climate
Even though Aveiro has a mild climate, the town is
very windy all year around with temperatures
surrounding the 15ºC. There are some extreme 
temperatures: 38ºC during the summer and 0ºC 
during the winter. 



Infrastructures
• In terms of infrastructures, Aveiro has a great

communication network with the whole country 
and all around the town providing its citizens
with a good quality of life.

For more information about Portugal’s infrastructures, visit:
http://www.infraestruturasdeportugal.pt

Aveiro roadmap



What to visit:
• Ria de Aveiro (the lagoon and its

canals);
• Salinas (salt banques);
• Barra Lighthouse;
• Costa Nova;
• Art Nouveau Museum;
• Infante D. Pedro’s Park;
• Troncalhada Ecomuseum;
• Museum of Aveiro;
• University of Aveiro…



Food
The most popular dishes and pasteries of Aveiro are

Ovos moles
Caldeirada de enguias Tripas/Bolachas 

Americanas



Water connection
Since Aveiro is a seaside town and has a branch of

sea in the middle of it, it has a strong connection
with water.

Activities such as fishing and the production of
salt are very important for its economy.

There are also a lot of water sports that can be
practised in the salty waters of Aveiro.



Renewable energies
Aveiro is a green town, since it uses a lot of renewable

energies. A lot of houses are powered by wind turbines and
solar pannels.

Thus, Aveiro has more than half of  its population using
renewable energies.



Environmentally friendly
Besides using a lot of renewable energies, Aveiro 
is a very ecological town, since it’s a place where a 
lot of people ride bikes, like the “Bugas”, and 
nowadays people are strating to ride electric cars
aswell.



The end
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